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Abstract

Jesus’ statement in John 5:37, about how the Jews have
not heard the voice nor seen the appearance of his
Father, should be interpreted as polemics built on a
reworked allusion to Deut 4:12. The polemics correspond to a distinction between seeing and hearing. The
Jews have overlooked the Father’s visual testimony in
Jesus’ works, and they have failed to truly hear the
audible testimony in the Scriptures. Jesus’ statement
presupposes that God has already manifested himself
audibly in prior redemptive history, but also claims that
God has now disclosed himself visually in an unprecedented way. What was not seen at Sinai can now be
seen.

Sammendrag

Jesu utsagn i Joh 5:37, om at jødene verken har hørt
stemmen eller sett skikkelsen til hans Far, er ment polemisk og bygger på en omtolket bruk av 5 Mos 4:12.
Polemikken styres av en skjelning mellom å se og å
høre; jødene har overhørt Guds hørbare vitnesbyrd i
Skriftene, og de har oversett hans synlige vitnesbyrd i
Jesu gjerninger. Jesu utsagn forutsetter at Gud allerede
har talt i tidligere frelseshistorie, men påstår samtidig at
Gud nå har gjort seg selv synlig på en unik måte i Jesus.
Det man den gang ikke kunne se på Sinai, er nå blitt
synlig.
Nøkkelord: å se, å høre, allusjon, polemikk
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H I S A RT I C L E I S D E D I C AT E D to the interpretation of Jesus’ statement in John 5:37, with particular emphasis on how the statement interacts with Deut 4:12.1 Jesus’ statement is given in the middle of a
monologue (5:31–47), in which he defends himself against accusations of
breaking the Sabbath and making himself equal to God (5:18). After having
defined the nature and extent of his authority (5:19–30), Jesus goes on to defend its legitimacy (5:31–47). He does this by appealing to witnesses who testify in his favor, including John the Baptist (5:31–35), his works (5:36), the
Father himself (5:36–37a), and the Scriptures (5:39). Jesus not only defends
himself, however, but also criticizes his Jewish interlocutors in several ways
(5:38–47). This, in short, is the rhetorical context of Jesus’ claim in 5:37, that
the Jews have neither heard the voice nor seen the appearance of the Father
who testifies in Jesus’ favor.
This statement raises several interpretive difficulties that remain controversial within present scholarly discussion of the passage.2 In this article, I argue
that in interpreting 5:37, a key is to distinguish clearly between “hearing” and
“seeing” the Father.3 If this distinction is made, then several interpretive difficulties are arguably resolved, and a more nuanced interpretation of 5:37 becomes possible. Distinguishing between “hearing” and “seeing” the Father allows us to be more precise about what kind of polemical point Jesus is making
in 5:37, how Jesus’ statement interacts with traditions about the Sinai revelation, and how 5:37 alludes to and reworks Deut 4:12.
The first issue to be decided, however, before these points can be developed, is simply whether 5:37 should be interpreted as polemics.

T

John 5:37 Interpreted as Polemics
Charles Dodd interprets 5:37 as a parenthetical and non-polemical statement,
which he paraphrases as follows: “True, God has not a voice to be heard, any
more than he has a form to be seen.”4 Dodd thus reads 5:37 as an affirmation
that God is metaphysically invisible and incorporeal.5 J. D. Atkins has proposed another non-polemical interpretation of 5:37, in which Deut 5:23–27,
where the people request that God’s voice is mediated to them through a
prophet, becomes the hermeneutical key. He paraphrases 5:37 as follows:
“[Of course] you have never heard his voice [directly, for your ancestors requested prophetic mediators instead] nor have you seen his form, [for no one
sees God].”6 These non-polemical readings do not do justice to the immediate
context, however.
The statements about the Jews in 5:37 should be read in light of all the other
things Jesus has to say about them in 5:31–47: they only remained in the light
of the Baptist’s testimony for a short while (5:35); they do not have the word
of God remaining among them (5:38); they do not believe in the one sent by
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the Father (5:38); they wrongly imagine that they have life simply by searching the Scriptures (5:39); they refuse to come to Jesus in order to receive life
(5:40); they do not have God’s love in them (5:42); they do not receive Jesus
(5:43); they do receive others who come in their own name (5:43); they seek
honor among each other instead of from God (5:44); they will stand accused
before Moses (5:45); and they believe neither Moses nor Jesus (5:46–47). Almost everything Jesus has to say about the Jews in 5:31–47 carries some kind
of accusation, and it would be remarkable if 5:37 was the only exception.7 Indeed, rather than being an exception to the general polemical tone in 5:31–47,
it is more likely that 5:37 represents the key indictment from which all the other criticism follows. It is notable that a change in tone takes place precisely in
5:37, from defense to accusation. Almost all the critical comments made by
Jesus are found in 5:38–47. A plausible inference would thus be that 5:37 begins Jesus’ accusations against the Jews, and that the claims about not having
heard and seen the Father should be read as examples of how Jesus indicts the
Jews of a blameworthy lack of knowledge concerning the God on whose behalf they claim to speak (cf. 8:19; 55).8 In this reading, all the other mistakes
made by the Jews, recorded in 5:38–47, can be traced back to their fundamental ignorance of God. To describe Jewish ignorance of God in terms of not
hearing and not seeing is coherent with other passages in John. When God’s
voice is sounded the people misidentify it (12:29–30). Even if signs are
worked in front of their eyes they act as if they were blind (12:37–43).9
A further argument in support of the view that Jesus indicts the Jews of ignorance of God is the fact that 5:37 seems designed to delegitimize the Jews’
disbelief. The Father has testified in support of Jesus (5:37a). If the Jews have
not noticed it, this is not because God has failed to testify clearly, but because
they have failed to see and hear it. Since they have never seen nor heard God,
they are unable to recognize a divine testimony.10 Their objections to Jesus’
ministry are therefore vacuous.
A final argument in favor of a polemical reading of 5:37, which will be discussed in more detail below, is the fact that 5:37 seems to allude to but also negate what is said in Deut 4:12. This reworked allusion to Deut 4:12 suggests a
critique of the Jews and/or the Sinai revelation to which they appeal. However,
the nature of the relationship between 5:37 and the Sinai revelation in general,
and 5:37’s relation to Deut 4:12 in particular, demands separate discussion.

John 5:37 and the Sinai Revelation: Three Main Positions
When it comes to the relationship between 5:37 and the Sinai revelation, three
main positions can be identified in current scholarship. The first position,
voiced by Urban von Wahlde, rejects the assumption that the key to understanding 5:37 is to interpret it in light of some Old Testament text(s) to which
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it allegedly alludes. Instead 5:37 could be interpreted in light of the discourse
about hearing and seeing God within John, where it is emphasized that Jesus
alone has truly seen and heard God (cf. 1:18; 3:13; 6:46) and that only Jesus
can fully reveal God (1:18; 3:31–36; 5:19; 5:30; 8:26–28, 38, 40, 55; 12:49–
50; 14:10, 24; 17:14). Jesus’ words are God’s words (3:34; 8:26, 38, 40;
12:49–50), and if one sees Jesus then one sees his Father (12:46; 14:7–9).11
The statement in 5:37 is thus not concerned with whether or not God was seen
and/or heard at Sinai, but is directed at those who, in their disbelief, fail to see
and hear God in Jesus.12
While it is plausible that 5:37 points to the ways in which God can be heard
and seen in Jesus, it seems very difficult to read 5:37 without significant reference to prior claims in Jewish tradition about God revealing himself visually and/or audibly at Sinai. The argumentative context in chapter 5 invites this
reference, since it is built on a dispute about whether Jesus or the Jews enjoy
the support of the Law. The Jews claim that Jesus stands in conflict with the
Law, by breaking the Sabbath and making himself equal to God (5:18),13 and
Jesus then turns the accusations back against the Jews. The Scriptures speak
about Jesus (5:39), and the Jews’ failure to believe in Jesus makes Moses their
accuser (5:45–47).
The case for interpreting 5:37 in light of claims about how God revealed
himself at Sinai is further strengthened by the fact that the terminology in 5:37
echoes texts that describe the Sinai revelation.14 Whereas Moses and the leaders of Israel are said to have seen God on Sinai (Exod 24:9–10), the people only
saw the appearance of God’s glory (τὸ δὲ εἶδος τῆς δόξης κυρίου, 24:17). Sirach claims that the people both heard and saw God when the law was given:
“His majestic glory their eyes beheld, his glorious voice their ears heard”
(17:13).15 The relationship between 5:37 and Deut 4:12 is particularly striking.
καὶ ἐλάλησεν κύριος πρὸς ὑμᾶς ἐκ μέσου τοῦ πυρός φωνὴν ῥημάτων ὑμεῖς
ἠκούσατε καὶ ὁμοίωμα οὐκ εἴδετε ἀλλ᾽ ἢ φωνήν (LXX, Deut 4:12).
οὔτε φωνὴν αὐτοῦ πώποτε ἀκηκόατε οὔτε εἶδος αὐτοῦ ἑωράκατε (John
5:37).

Both these statements emphasize the duality of audible and visual manifestation, and both use the terms φωνή and ἀκούω to refer to the audible aspect. For
the visual aspect of the revelation, John uses εἶδος and ὁράω whereas Deut
uses ὁμοίωμα and ὁράω.16 Whereas εἶδος broadly denotes the appearance of
something or its shape and form, and can be used for either humans (Gen
29:17; 39:6) or the divine (Gen 32:31–32; Exod 24:10, 17; Num 12:8; Ezek
1:16, 26), ὁμοίωμα more directly connotes the notion that what is seen can be
imitated or function as the basis for constructing a likeness (cf. Exod 20:4; 2
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Kings 16:1; Isa 40:19). However, also ὁμοίωμα can be used more generally
about someone’s appearance (Judg 8:18; Ps 144:12), or to describe a theophany (Ezek 1:28). The two terms are thus closely related. However, Deut
4:12 seems to deliberately use ὁμοίωμα in order to establish contact between
the statement about how God revealed himself at Sinai and the wording of the
second commandment, which prohibits the making of any εἴδωλον οὐδὲ
παντὸς ὁμοίωμα of any living creature (cf. Deut 5:8).17 The most striking difference between 5:37 and Deut 4:12 is not tied to the choice of terminology,
however, but to the basic structure of the statement. Whereas Deut 4:12 is
governed by a not-but structure (οὐκ-ἀλλά), 5:37 follows a neither-nor structure (οὔτε-οὔτε).
The second main position is built on this strong evidence, which suggests
that 5:37 interacts with claims about the Sinai revelation, especially as this
revelation is portrayed in Deut 4:12. Based on this evidence, it is assumed that
5:37 is a deliberate refutation of all that Deut 4:12 confirms.18 It is likely that
the Jews of Jesus’ day believed that God had revealed himself visually and/or
audibly at Sinai, and that this served to legitimize the Torah.19 A possible interpretation of 5:37 is that it functions to discredit these assumptions: at no
point in history (cf. πώποτε, 5:37) did Israel see or hear God. Israel’s history
thus loses its character as divine revelation.20 The strength of this reading is
that it puts due emphasis on the polemical character of 5:37, and the allusion
to Deut 4:12. However, it seems to leave us with too negative a view of the
Sinai revelation. What Jesus appears to be doing in 5:31–47 is not discrediting
earlier revelations in the history of Israel, but claiming the Scriptures of Israel
in general, and Moses in particular, as valid authorities that serve to legitimize
himself. Moreover, this interpretation does not highlight the specific discourse about seeing and hearing in John, but tends to make 5:37 primarily a
comment about whether God was seen or heard in the Israelite past.
The third main position acknowledges that Jesus’ argument presupposes
the validity of God’s past revelation to Israel, and proposes that Jesus’ polemic is directed solely at the disbelieving Jews of his day, and not the traditions
to which they appealed. In rejecting Jesus, the Jews demonstrate that they, in
contrast to ancient worthies in Israelite history, have never seen or heard God.
They have not seen God’s appearance, as did Jacob (Gen 32:30–31). They
have not heard God’s voice, as did Moses (cf. Exod 33:11) and the Israelites
at Sinai (Deut 4:12). The word of God was truly given to them, but did not remain among them (5:38). In their disbelief, the Jews have thus in effect rejected their own tradition.21
As will become clear in the discussion below, this third position seems to
accurately describe Jesus’ rhetoric as far as hearing God’s voice is concerned.
However, when it comes to seeing God’s appearance, one wonders whether
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this third position is compatible with the more pessimistic statements found
elsewhere in John (e.g. 1:18; 6:46). This third interpretation also creates a
general contrast between the unbelieving Jews of Jesus’ day and various figures in the Israelite past, but it does not really explain the nature of the specific
allusion to Deut 4:12.
All three positions outlined above thus seem to make valid points, but also
to suffer from distinct weaknesses. This raises the question of whether it is
possible to arrive at an interpretation that includes the strengths of these positions, while avoiding their weaknesses. It seems that we are looking for a
reading of 5:37 that highlights the discourse of seeing and hearing in John; acknowledges past revelations to Israel; explains the provocative allusion to
Deut 4:12; comes to terms with the denials in John that God has previously
been seen; fits the immediate context; and captures the polemical nature of Jesus’ statement. I will now argue that a clue to arriving at such an interpretation
is to distinguish more clearly between seeing and hearing God.

Hearing and Seeing God: John 5:37 and Deut 4:12
The structure of 5:31–47 is disputed. Some suggest that the passage should be
divided in two, after either verse 37a22, 3823, or 4024. These proposed divisions all have strong evidence that speak in their favor, and this suggests that
it would be a mistake to make a sharp distinction between two main parts
within 5:31–47. It seems instead that 5:31–47 consists of four loosely separated sections: testimonies that are rejected or relativized (5:31–35); the central
testimony to which Jesus appeals (5:36–40); the question of seeking glory
(5:41–44); the relationship between the Scriptures and faith in Jesus (5:45–
47).25 Within the flow of the argument, 5:36–40 functions as the center. It
brings the emphasis on testimony to its climax. It is also the place where the
tone shifts from defense to accusation. The references to the ways in which
the testimony has not been received (5:37b–38a) are bracketed by references
to Jesus as the one sent by God (5:37a, 38b), a theme which recurs in 5:43.
The discussion of how faith in Jesus relates to loyalty to Moses (5:45–47) is
introduced already in 5:39–40. John 5:36–40 thus sums up, or introduces,
most of the key motifs in 5:31–47.
John 5:36–40 refers to three testimonies in Jesus’ favor: his works (5:36),
the Father (5:37) and the Scriptures (5:39–40). Some argue that these are three
distinct testimonies, and this creates the problem of identifying when and how
the Father testified.26 Others propose that the testimony of the Father is found
in the Scriptures, and that 5:37 anticipates 5:38–40.27 Finally, some argue that
the Father has testified through Jesus’ works, and that 5:37 refers back to
5:36.28 In our opinion the best solution is to hold that the testimony of the
Father referred to in 5:37a is two-fold: it is found in Jesus’ works and in the
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Scriptures.29 Jesus’ works are said to have been given to him by the Father
(5:36), and it therefore makes sense to see these works as having God as their
ultimate source (cf. 10:25, 37; 14:10).30 The Scriptures that speak of Jesus
(5:39) could also be understood as God’s own word, as is evident from the
phrase τὸν λόγον αὐτοῦ in 5:38.31 It is thus possible to see the entire section
of 5:36–40 as being about the Father’s testimony. A significant advantage of
this interpretation is that it helps explain why 5:37 refers to both hearing and
seeing God; the Father’s witness in the Scriptures was audible/verbal, whereas the witness in the deeds is visual.32 This distinction between audible and
visual revelation, and between the two ways in which the Father testifies in favor of Jesus, are arguably also the key to understanding the precise way in
which 5:37 uses Deut 4:12, and the nature of Jesus’ critique of the Jews.33
When it comes to the interpretation of God’s past testimony in the Scriptures, 5:37 uses language that is reminiscent of the Sinai-event: hearing God’s
voice. That the Sinai revelation is in focus is also confirmed by the reference
to Moses in 5:45–47. We propose that John stands close to Deut 4:12 in holding that God primarily manifested himself audibly at Sinai.34 Support for this
view is found in 1:14–18. It is generally recognized that 1:14–18 draws on
Exod 33–34, where the Sinai revelation is described, in order to interpret the
Christ event.35 As far as the Christ event is concerned, both visual and audible
elements are emphasized. The glory of the only-begotten was seen (1:14), and
Jesus has explained the Father (1:18b). As far as the Sinai revelation is concerned, however, it is only the audible element that is highlighted. The law
was given through Moses (1:17), but no one has ever seen God (1:18a).36
The fact that John does not describe God’s mode of visual manifestation at
Sinai does not imply, of course, that John would have denied that any visual
manifestation took place. There is no reason to doubt that John believes that
the giving of the Law was accompanied by different visual manifestations,
such as fire and smoke. If we widen the scope from the giving of the Law to
the entire Exodus narrative, it is evident that John sees some of Jesus’ signs as
being modeled on earlier divine manifestations. In 6:5–13 Jesus multiplies the
loaves, and in 6:31–59 this is interpreted in light of the manna miracle. However, although such visual manifestations in prior redemptive history might be
understood as foreshadowing Jesus’ ministry, and also as providing the Jews
with clues that could have equipped them for recognizing the legitimacy of
Jesus’ ministry, the fact remains that none of these manifestations seem to be
viewed by John as constituting a vision of God himself. Although God has
acted in ways that can be seen, God himself has previously not been seen, not
even at Sinai. Nowhere in John do we find confirmations that God was seen
at Sinai, and in 12:41 it seems that Isaiah’s vision of God is reinterpreted to refer to Christ.37 In the immediate context of 5:37 the positive significance of
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the Sinai revelation is tied to the message conveyed, not God’s mode of manifestation. The Scriptures testify about Jesus (5:39) and Moses wrote about
him (5:46).
The assumption that God has testified in the Scriptures, such that his voice
is available there, forms the basis of an indictment of the Jews, since God’s
voice is now sounded even more clearly in the Son. The reference to hearing
the voice of God in 5:37 thus points back to the discussion about how those
who hear the voice of Jesus will receive life (cf. 5:25). The Jews should have
been able to recognize God’s voice in Jesus’ voice, since Jesus speaks the
words he heard from his Father (12:46–50). The fact that they, for the most
part, did not respond to Jesus in faith is thus evidence that they never truly
heard the message of Scripture in the first place, no matter how much they
seek to find life in it (5:39). This is probably the meaning of 5:38, which is
open to two different interpretations. The particle ὅτι can be understood either
as giving a reason why the Jews do not have God’s word abiding among them,
or as providing evidence that the Jews in fact do not have the word of God
abiding among them. The second alternative better fits the immediate context.38 We thus propose that 5:38 should be translated as follows: “you do not
have his word remaining among you, as is evident from the fact that (ὅτι) you
do not believe the one he sent.” The phrase “his word” thus probably refers to
God’s revelation in Scripture, which was given to, but did not remain among,
the Jews who failed to believe in the one sent by God. Faith in Jesus thus becomes the test case for loyalty to the Law (5:45–47). What Moses affirmed regarding the assembled Israelites in Deut 4:12, Jesus denies regarding the Jews
in 5:37. As far as hearing God’s testimony is concerned, 5:37 is thus a critique
of the interlocutors of Jesus, and not of the Sinai revelation.
When it comes to God’s visual manifestation in the works given Jesus to
fulfil, however, a significantly different dynamic is at work. Many scholars,
even among those who recognize that 5:37 functions polemically, find it difficult to assume that Jesus could blame the Jews for not having seen God.39 If
John shares the view of Deut 4:12, that God primarily manifested himself audibly at Sinai, and if Jesus alone enjoys an unmediated vision of God (1:18;
6:46), how could the Jews be blamed for not having seen God? Guided by
such reasoning, some propose that Jesus is merely stating a matter of fact
when he says that the Jews have never seen God. However, we will now suggest three ways in which the claim that the Jews have not seen God’s appearance might function polemically in 5:37.
First of all, as already indicated, we propose that when Jesus speaks about
seeing the appearance of God, he is no longer primarily describing the Sinai
revelation, or any other past vision of God, but the works given him by God
to fulfil. Thus, in contrast to Deut 4:12, the point is no longer that God has not
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manifested himself visually, but that God’s visual manifestation has been
overlooked by the Jews.40
Secondly, the statement is also polemical, in that it indirectly relativizes the
Sinai revelation, or any other proposed theophany, in comparison with the
Christ event. Following Deut 4:12, the Jews will have to admit that God has
not previously disclosed his appearance, not even at Sinai. Now, however, a
new stage in redemptive history is at hand, in which God reveals himself visually in a new way. This implies that the stakes are raised. Moses did not
blame the Israelites for not having seen God’s appearance, since as a matter of
fact they never saw it. This is precisely what Jesus does, however, since God
has now revealed himself visibly in him.
Thirdly and finally, Jesus’ words about how the Jews have not seen God’s
appearance could also function as a critique of the confidence they profess in
judging Jesus’ claims. Since the Jews will have to admit that they have not
seen God’s appearance, they should not act as if they have. This is precisely
what they tend to do, however. The works of Jesus are based on what Jesus
sees the Father do (5:19–20). Their legitimacy is thus based on the “eyewitness testimony” of Jesus himself (cf. 3:32).41 Although the Jews have never
had the kind of direct vision of the Father’s work that Jesus enjoys, they still
act as if they were the ultimate authority in judging the legitimacy of what
Jesus does. The same point is made even more clearly in chapter 6, where the
Jews reject Jesus’ claim to have come down from heaven (6:38), on the
grounds that they know Jesus’ parents (6:41–42). Jesus exposes the irony in
the professed insight of the Jews, by drawing attention to his divine “parent,”
his Father, whom the Jews have never seen (6:46). Being ignorant of God, the
Jews see Jesus without believing (6:36). Had the Jews seen God, however,
they would also have seen and believed Jesus (6:40).42
The statements about hearing and seeing God in 5:37 thus both interact with
Deut 4:12, but in very different ways. As far as hearing the voice of God is
concerned, Jesus affirms that God has spoken to Israel through the Sinai revelation, as Deut 4:12 contends, but he uses this assumption to accuse the Jews
of having deserted the very authority on which they base their trust. Thus,
even though 5:37 negates what Deut 4:12 confirms when it comes to hearing
the voice of God, this is not evidence that John rejects Deuteronomy’s view of
the Sinai revelation.
When it comes to seeing God’s appearance, Jesus once again borrows language from Deut 4:12. However, the very words that in the context of Deut
4:12 functioned to denote the fact that God had chosen not to reveal himself
visually to the Israelites are now used polemically. God has revealed himself
visually in a redemptive historically unprecedented way, and one can now be
blamed for not having seen God’s appearance. Thus, even though 5:37 affirms
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Deut 4:12, where it is said that God’s appearance has not been seen, this is not
evidence that John shares Deuteronomy’s view that God has not revealed himself visually.

Fulfilling the Work of God: God’s Visibility in Jesus
The interpretation above presupposes that the phrase “seeing the appearance
of God” in 5:37 relates to the ἔργα of Jesus in 5:36, and that these ἔργα are interpreted as visual manifestations of the Father. The interpretation also proposes that these visual manifestations are to be understood not only as actions
performed through God’s power, comparable to miraculous events in prior redemptive history, but also as a visual manifestation of God’s own appearance.
What was not even seen at Sinai has now become visible in Jesus Christ.
These interpretative presuppositions stand in need of further support, and
such support will be provided by tracing the use of the term ἔργον/ἔργα in
John. It is likely that the use of ἔργα in 5:36 refers to the sign in 5:1–15, but
the visual nature of this action is not specifically emphasized in 5:1–47.43 The
only significant reference to sight is found in 5:19–20, where Jesus is pictured
as seeing what the Father does.44 However, in addition to its immediate reference to the sign performed in 5:1–15, the use of ἔργα in 5:36 arguably also
points beyond itself to other significant passages in John, where the visual aspect of the ἔργα is highlighted and where the ἔργα can even be understood as
manifestations of God himself.
The first significant passage is found in 9:3–4, the next Sabbath healing in
John,45 which Jesus interprets as an occasion for God’s ἔργα becoming manifest.46 The visual aspect of the upcoming healing is thus highlighted, as well
as the fact that Jesus’ action should be interpreted as God’s own deed. The reference to working the works of the one who sent Jesus (9:4) recapitulates
5:17–20 and 5:36–38, where Jesus’ deeds are interpreted as an expression of
the work of the Father who sent him.
In 10:25 Jesus’ ἔργα are once again echoing 5:36, interpreted as testimony
(10:25). Jesus’ works are intimately related to the Father, in whose name they
are performed. Their visual nature is emphasized in 10:32, where Jesus says
that he has showed the Jews many ἔργα. Just as the Father shows his works to
Jesus (δείκνυσιν, 5:20), Jesus now shows his works to the Jews (ἔδειξα,
10:32). Jesus’ works properly belong to his Father (10:37), and they testify to
Jesus’ unity with his Father (10:30). The ἔργα of Jesus are thus a visual basis
for believing that the Father is in Jesus and that Jesus is in the Father
(10:38).47
The thought of 10:25–38 is picked up once again in 14:7–11. The discourse
is prompted by Thomas’ question, about how they might know the way to the
Father (14:5). Jesus answers by declaring that he is the way, the truth and the
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life (14:6). This implies that knowledge of Jesus is knowledge of the Father,
and that anyone who sees Jesus sees the Father (14:7). This is not stated as a
timeless principle, but as something which is now finally accomplished:
“from now on (ἀπ᾽ ἄρτι) you know him and have seen him.”48 This reference
to a specific moment from which God becomes known and visible in Jesus,
most plausibly refers to the hour.49 Despite Jesus’ declaration that the disciples know and have seen, the disciples keep asking questions that display their
lack of comprehension. Philip responds by urging Jesus to show them the Father (14:8), to which Jesus responds: “Have I been with you this long, and still
you do not know me, Philip? The one who has seen me has seen the Father.
How then can you say: ‘show us the Father’? Do you not believe that I am in
the Father and the Father in me? The words that I speak to you I do not speak
of myself, it is the Father who remains in me and works his deeds” (14:9–11).
The Father’s visibility in Jesus is thus tied to the Father being present in Jesus,
and doing his works in him (14:11).
A good case can be made for the view that 14:7–11 alludes to Exod 33:18–
23. In particular, Philip’s request (δεῖξον ἡμῖν τὸν πατέρα, 14:8) seems to echo
Moses’ plea to see God’s glory (δεῖξόν μοι τὴν σεαυτοῦ δόξαν, Exod 33:18).50
However, the differences between these two passages are just as salient as the
similarities. In Exod 33:18–23, God does not directly answer Moses’ request
to see his glory, but instead emphasizes the impossibility of seeing his face.
Moses is only allowed to see God from behind. Although Moses was granted
a very special vision, there are things humans are not permitted to see. Philip
actually seems to ask for more than Moses did. His request is not indirectly
phrased, in terms of seeing the glory of the Father.51 Still Jesus’ answer does
not contain the slightest hint that Philip has asked for too much, or that his
wish can only be partly and indirectly granted. In clear contrast to the account
in Exod 33, Philip is instead rebuked for asking for what he has already been
given.52 It thus seems that 14:7–11 should be read as implying that what was
not even disclosed to Moses at Sinai can now be seen in Jesus.53
Finally, there is an almost verbatim reiteration of 5:36 in the first and final
statement on Jesus’ work:
4:34: ἵνα ποιήσω τὸ θέλημα τοῦ πέμψαντός με καὶ τελειώσω αὐτοῦ τὸ ἔργον
5:36: τὰ ἔργα ἅ δέδωκέν μοι ὁ πατὴρ ἵνα τελειώσω αὐτα
17:4: τὸ ἔργον τελειώσας ὅ δἑδωκάς μοι ἵνα ποιήσω

In 4:34, the first statement on Jesus’ ἔργον, Jesus cryptically declared that his
food is to fulfil the work of the one who sent him. In 5:36 Jesus once again refers to the task laid upon him by his Father, to fulfill the works given him to
do. This time Jesus’ speaks of ἔργα in the plural. Whereas 4:34 focuses on the
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totality of Jesus’ mission, 5:36 emphasizes the specific revelatory actions and
words of Jesus.54 There is no reason, however, to draw a sharp contrast between Jesus’ one great ἔργον and his many ἔργα, since the many ἔργα point to
the one ἔργον from which they derive their ultimate meaning. God’s visibility
in Jesus should therefore not be confined only to his miraculous signs, but
should instead be understood to encompass all Jesus says, does and is.
What Jesus refers to as a task to be completed in 4:34 and 5:36, he declares
in 17:4 that he has accomplished. In bringing the work given him by his Father to fulfilment, Jesus states that he has glorified the Father on earth (17:4).
It is thus evident that Jesus must be referring to his own hour of glorification
which has finally arrived (12:23; 13:1; 17:1).55 The use of fulfilment terminology in 17:4 thus anticipates Jesus’ cry on the cross: τετέλεσται (19:30).
The use of δόξα terminology in 17:4 establishes a firm link between the completion of Jesus’ ἔργον and God’s visibility (cf. 1:14; 2:11; 11:40; 12:21–23,
41; 17:24).56
When one traces the motif of Jesus’ ἔργον/ἔργα in John, one discovers three
things. First, almost all the relevant passages about ἔργον/ἔργα in other places
in the gospel echo statements in 5:16–47. This suggests that 5:36 should be interpreted in light of the entire gospel, not only its immediate context. Second,
Jesus’ ἔργον/ἔργα are very closely linked to the Father: they are his works
(9:4); they are done in his name (10:37); they have God as their ultimate subject (14:10); and they have been given Jesus by the Father (5:36; 17:4).57 This
indicates that Jesus’ ἔργον/ἔργα can be understood as a manifestation of God
himself. Third, we have seen that God becoming visible is a recurrent motif
associated with Jesus’ ἔργον/ἔργα. In one particular passage (14:7–11), we
even saw that God’s visibility in Jesus’ ἔργα is juxtaposed with, and implied
to go beyond, what was revealed to Moses on Sinai.

Conclusion
This article has focused on the interpretation of Jesus’ statement in 5:37 that
the Jews have not heard the voice or seen the appearance of the Father who
testifies in Jesus’ favor. I have argued that Jesus’ statement should be interpreted as polemics, and that this polemic is based on a reworked allusion to
Deut 4:12. A clue to making sense of this allusion and understanding the target of Jesus’ polemics is to distinguish clearly between hearing and seeing
God. This distinction allows for a two-fold critique of the Jews, which corresponds to the twofold testimony by the Father: the Father’s testimony in
Jesus’ works has been overlooked, and the Father’s testimony in the Scriptures has not been properly heard. Both these elements of critique draw on
Deut 4:12, but in very different ways. John seems to share the view of Deut 4,
that God primarily manifested himself audibly at Sinai, and uses this as a basis
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for accusing the Jews of not having truly heard the message of their own
Scriptures. However, in contrast to Deut 4, John also seems to claim that God
has now manifested himself visually in a way that implies that the Jews could
and should have seen the Father in the Son. The Jews are accused of having
overlooked this.
This interpretation of 5:37 is arguably able to combine some of the valid
features in earlier interpretations of Jesus’ statement, while also avoiding
some of their weaknesses. The interpretation acknowledges past revelations
to Israel, explains the provocative allusion to Deut 4:12, comes to terms with
the denials in John that God has previously been seen, fits the immediate context; captures the polemical nature of Jesus’ statement, and highlights the discourse of seeing and hearing in John.
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